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Significance of the Study
Alcoholism is a problem in this country and affects all classes of
the oommonity. The fact that the use of alcohol is socially accepted and
offers pleasant, thou^ temporary relief from emotional stress, e3Q>lains
its widespread use* Among the drinkers of alcohol, individuals are found
^o use it to excess and tdio are dominated by the alcohol* The writer
shall refer to these persons as "alcoholics"*
The medical definition of an alcoholic, as distinguished from the
social drinker, is one whose drinking harmftiUy and definitely inteiv
feres with one or more of his Important life functions. He, himself
usually does not recognize the seriousness of this situation or is
not able to control his alcohol consumption although he knows its dis¬
astrous results.^
Alcoholism can be defined broadly as any drinking which regularly
goes beyond the traditional or customary use of alcoholic beverages
or beyond the ordlnaiy compllanoe with social drinking custcmis, ir¬
respective of causal or accompanying factors associated with such behav¬
ior. It also may be more specifically defined as addiction to alco¬
hol as it is observed in periodic or chronic intoxication, in an over-
helming desire or compulsion to continue drinking and in the develop¬
ment of sane type of dependency on the effects of alcohol* As the urge
to drink becones uncontrollable and the person becomes dependent oi
the perpetuation of alcoholic states throtigh repeated intoxication
for whatever reasons, alcoholism can be said to be present.^
It has been said that therapy with the alcoholic has been hampered
because there isn't enough known about alcoholics on which to.,ha8e treat¬
ment* The writer was also interested in knowing in what ways social
^arry B* Lipton, "Medical Psychological Aspects of Alcoholism,"
Alcohol Hygiene. I (November, 1954), 10*
^"Alcoholism," Social Work Year Book. 1954*
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service tried to help the alcoholic patient meet his needs*
Predisposing factors, which are a part of the fundamental per¬
sonality organization, are important in understanding the alcoholic
patient. Too much emphasis has been placed on drinking and not
enou^ on the causes. It is more important to learn idiy the indi¬
vidual takes it to excess in the first place than to atteaq^t to re¬
strain him from having it.
In essence, the treatment of the alcoholic patient is not
different from the treatment of any other emotionally disturbed
person... Certainly, inferiority-superiority conflicts, extreme de¬
pendency needs, demandingness and manipulation, confusion regarding
sexuality, guilt, self-rejection, self-destruction tendencies, and
low frustration tolerance are common enough in other patients with
neuroses or diaraeter disorders.^
The aim of caseworic treatment is better psychosocial functioning
or adaption. The casewoxicer's role with the alcoholic patient may be
broadly classified into fact-finding, diagnosis and the rendering of
service.
Purposes of the Study
The purposes of the study are three-foldt (1) to obtain a better
understanding of the genesis of alcoholism by taking into account the
interrelationship of environmental influences and personal development}
(2) to determine if the case records give evidences of predisposing
factors in keeping witii those suggested literature} (3) to learn
of the casewozicer's role with the alcoholic in helping him to meet his
needs.
^athrin M. Peltenburg, "Casework with the Alccdiolle Patient,"
Social Casework. ZZX?II (February, 1956), 81.
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Method of Procedure
The ease study method was used. Social histories^ together with
social service progress notes relating to the activities of the patient
and social worker have provided the source of material ^ieh has been
used in this study. The ease records wwre reviewed and data were col¬
lected according to the schedule^ set up by the writer*
In selecting the cases to be studied, the files at the Wayne
County Consultation Center were checked and those alcoholics idio were
admitted between January, 1953 and January, 1956 and udio were receiving
casewoxic service were used in the study. At the time that the files
were checked, five cases fell within this scope*
Beading material conceming alcoholism and the role of the social
worker was utilized. A referral to theoretical material was made*
Scope and Limitations
No interviews were held, but the stxidy was limited to the read¬
ing of case records*
The years, January, 1953 throu^ January, 1956 were used so that
the diagnoses of the patients studied would fall within the classifi¬
cations in the latest diagnostic manual, which was released in 1952*
The patients studied included four Caucasians and taie Negro*
There were three wntmn and two men, all of idiom were Protestants*
The ages of the patients at the time of admission ranged from forty
to fifty-five* Only two of the patients (females) had one admission*
^See copy of schedule in appendix, p* 39*
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The other three had several readmiasions. Four of the patients >iere
on a three-year Convalescent Leave, udille one was still hospitalized.
All of the patients were conmon laborers. Two of the patients (females)
were widows, vAiile the other three were married.
Books and previous studies on alcoholism from the Detroit Public
Library, Wayne County Consultation Center Library and Trevor Arnett
Library were used as references; also used were theses at Wayne County
Consultaticm Center, and classrocsa notes and textbooks.
Participation in a discussion on the causes of alcoholism has pro¬
vided a minimum of knowledge.
Ih order to facilitate the reader's understanding of Uie study, a
brief description of the agency setting, where the study was held, is




Ih Wayne Coizaty General Hospital and Sixfimary, from idiich material
for this study was gathered, a number of beds were occupied by alcoholic
patients. Statistics show that this situation is common throughout the
country.
Wayne Coxmty General Hospital and Infirmary, idiich was organized
in 1832 is a county owned public institution located in Eloise, Michigan.
It has three dlvlslonsz Psychiatric; Infirmary, idilch cares for the in-
flzm, indigent and less disturbed mental patients; William J. Seymour
Hospital, which cares for acute medical and surgical cases.
the psychiatric division of the hospital, many services were
offered, all gea3?ed toward rehabilitation. The services offered by the
social service department were given special consideration by the social
woiicers as this department was the medium through idiich both social and
emotional problons of the patient ware met.
The greatest nimober of patients in the psychiatric division were
patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction. In addlti<xi to
psychiatric treatment, various other therapies were available to al¬
coholic patients such as occupational, music, recreational and group.
The physical plant of the hospital was arranged so as to provide
comfort for the patients within the hospital setting. The hospital
has its own post office, police and fire departments, laundry, bakery,
store, greenhouse, farm, auditorium, tennis court and park.
The hospital setting, being a protective one, was one of the ways
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of helping the patient make changes, physically, socially and emotionally,
idiich enabled him to make a more satisfactory adjustment upon his return
to the community.
All patients idio were committed to the hospital sere committed
by Probate Cotirt. Before an alcoholic sas committed, a petition for
commitment vas filed by the guardian of the patient. (All alcoholic
patients have guardians, either a relative or an interested person.
If there is no interested person, the court ai^ints a public ad¬
ministrator. The guardianship remains in force until dlanissed by
the court at the time of legal confirmation that the alcoholic was
no longer addicted.)
Services Rendered by the Social Service Department
The social service department of the psychiatric division was
organized in February, 1923> In 1936, the central offices of the de¬
partment were moved to dowitown Detroit where out-patient services,
including ps3rchlatric, case and group mrk were provided for patients
convalescing following hospitalization.
Casewsik services offered by the agency were varied.
The caseworker's role is in part conditioned by the following:
1. Ihe caseworker is dealing with seriously ill individuals.
2. ilie setting is an authoritarian one with legal and social
obligation to prolong hospitalization when the patient's
behavior or Illness may be inimical to society or to him¬
self; to accomplish rehospitalization of a patient on Conr*
valescent Leave when necessary and wherever possible tp
maintain contact for three years after he leaves the hos¬
pital or until he is legally adjtidicated mentally sound.
3. Responsibility for major decisions and plans for the pa¬
tient and for request for social service activity lies
with the psychiatrist and all cases receiving social
service treatment are carried jointly with him or his
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permlssicm.
The Admission Service at the hospital served as a focal point for
the orientation of new patients and their relatives and provided an ex¬
cellent opporttmity for the development of confidence* The social
worker esqplored and clarified the problem for the patient and relatives*
The overall function of the Admission Service was to establish a link
between patient, family and hospital*
History taking, another important service, had as its purpose,
diagnosis and treatment, social planning and teaching and research.
At tills time, it was determined if future social service activity
with the patient or his family was indicated*
Ihere were some cases in >diich it was desirable that the case¬
worker remain or become active during all or part of the patient's ■*
period of hospitalization. Casework service was then termed in-pa¬
tient service and was directed to the patient himself or to the meia-
bers of the family. The goal was to help the patient realize his
ultimate capacity for adjustment, iidiether it was in terms of hospita¬
lization or Convalescent Leave or both. Casewox^ service was also
offered to relatives in relation to feelings and difficxilties that
appeared to be accentuated by the patient's hospitalization or ill¬
ness. VIhen the needs of the relatives could not be met within the
agency's function, referral to an appropriate community resoxurce was
offered*
Hfayne County Consultation Center, "Social Service Department
Manual" (Detroit, Michigan, Wayne County Consultation Center, 1954),
p. 18. (Mimeographed).
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When the patient had improved sufficiently so that his return to
the community was being considered, a study was made of the environ*
mental situation to tdiich the patient was to retiun. This work was
continued in idiat was termed Convalescent Leave Supervision. Major
emphacia was upon facilitating the patient's social adjustment in
the community through sustaining contacts or service. This service
varied from periodic re-evaluation of the patient's adaptaticm to
his environment to other agency contacts idien necessary and wozic with
other members of the family on problems related to the patient's ill¬
ness. It was also the woz4cer's responsibility to acc(»nplish rehos-
pltalization, idien necessary, and also to inform the patient of the
procedure for legal restoration of his legal rij^ts.
Short term services offered by the social service department in¬
cluded the obtaining of operative, treatment or autopsy permits and
evaluations for Family Care.
The hospital utilized the team approadi in terms of collabora¬
tion with the psychiatrist, psychologist and social woricer, in addi¬
tion to other personnel who woiiced with the patient. The patient
was always the responsibility of the doctor vdio was assigned to him
idien he entered the hospital, both while the patient was in and out
of the hospital. The worker's assignment with the patient was carried
oxit in collaboration with the doctor.
Since alcoholism is a symptom of a personality Illness, an
emotional illness or a more serious mental illness, one should at¬
tempt through examination to uncover the causes and psyohodynamics
producing this symptom.
The following chapter 11 be a presentation of theoretical
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material in terns of predisposing factors of alcoholism. There will
also be excerpts from the five eases used in the 8tud7 to illustrate
certain points.
CHAPTER HI
PREDISPOSING FACTORS OF ALCOHOLISM
"Alcoholics are sick people. An individual can no more help be¬
coming dependent on alcohol than a child can help having a temper tan¬
trum or an adolescent or advtlt can help developing schizophrenia."^
No problem of adjustment of human beings can be attributed to
one cause. Every such problem is determined by a multiplicity of
causes bound up in the genetic, constitutional and adaptational
patterns of the individual in relaticxi to physical, social and e-
motional stresses.
Alcoholism is one of the most puzzling problems of present-day
psychiatry in terms of theory and therapy. To be of aid to the al¬
coholic, one must first understand that alcoholism is symptcanatic of
Illness in the personality functioning; then, seek to learn about
the alcoholic's personality make up and his actual life setting and
circumstances.
There needs to be a greater awareness of the enntlonal factors
that are the bases of alcoholism. Miracles can be achieved vdth the
alcoholic's physical problems in Just a few days, but if there is no
understanding of the emotional problems that prompted the drive to¬
ward excessive drinking, easing the pain associated with drinking will
have little or no effect on the illness.
The psychopathology leading to alcoholism varies with the
ID
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individual alcoholic. It viould appear in many instances that the
addictive drinker may have been psychologically traumatized very
early in life and his personality remained fixated at an early,
oral stage of development. Again alcoholism may occur in per¬
sons i4io throu|^ the absence of a desirable identification
figure never developed a stabilizing super-ego. Lacking in re¬
sponsibility and ego strength they are closely allied to the
character neurotic. Sometimes the periodic drinker seems by his
alcoholic bout to be seeking for relief from an overly strict
sui)er-ego. some instances there are presumably unconscious
homosexual Identifications and tendencies. ^
On the basis of the foregoing paragraph, it is obvious that an
understanding of the psychopathology associated uith alcohol can
only be obtained by taking into account the developmental organi¬
zation of the individual personality and its sources of anxiety,
idiich are pertinent to treatment.
Five case records will be examined in the following discussion
to determine if they give evidence of early development and family
attitxides of alcoholics in keeping with those suggested by litera¬
ture.
Early Development
Human beings possess a considerable feeling of anxiety, shame
and disgust about themselves and often want to forget about their
helplessness and needs of childhood. If oaa is ever going to under¬
stand himself adequately, he must take a backward glance and look at
vdiat he went through as a child, accept it and do away with the emr-
barrasssant associated with it.
The early years of a child's life are the most important in his
life for the simple reason that they come first and inevitably -
^Arthur P. Noyes, Modem and Clinical Psychiatry (Philadelpdiia,
1953), P. 184.
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influence all subsequent development. One of the main principles of
Freudian theory is that the bases of neuroses and psychoses are laid
do>in in early life.
Die alcoholic has had early life ea^rlences of great depri¬
vation so that he or she grows up feeling insecure and unable to
cope with responsibilities. He is an inmature personality and
seems to have strong oral trends. These grow naturally from the
tendency to keep children dependent. Many parents fear that if
the child is allowed to be aggressive and curious and has his
curiosity satisfied^ he will grow up to be a problem in manage¬
ment or will leave parental authority too soon and so he is kept
anxious and dependent. This perhaps makes child rearing easier,
in the early years at least, but it has its disastrous results
to the child's personality.^
The alcoholic is usually a dependent personality and needs
continiious support over a long period of time, frequently for
years. One of the reasons that people drink to excess is to
gratify an oral need and dependency is an oral need.^
The habit of drinMing, having something go into the mouth
and down the throat, has a great deal of meaning for alcoholics.
In infancy, they were wantnd and made comfortable by drinking
milk and being nursed by the mother. And in the same way that
these attentions quieted the anxiety of the infant, so does
drinking liquor fiilfiU the alcoholic's present need.3
The writer shall attempt to support this assertion by illustra¬
tions drawn from the five cases, also to show adult manifestations of
dependency in the patients' marital situations.
Mrs. A was the oldest of three children. The patient got along
pretty well with her mother and father.
VIhenever she was confronted with problems, she went to her
mother, >Aio tried to help her the best she could. Although the
patient was married, her mother allowed her to live with her for
years.
The patient's parents lived together for approximately
•k). S, English and G. H. Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living
(New York, 1955), p. 502.
%oyes, OP. cit.. p. 199.
3o. S. Ehglish and G. H. Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living
(New York, 1955), p. 501.
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tw»nty^lght years, at vAiich time they separated. Mrs. A married
at the age of fourteen to a man a great deal older than herself.
She separated from him a year or tw} later and married again at
the age of nineteen without obtaining a divorce from her first
husband. She remained with this man about seven or ei^t yeaxe.
The patient's third marital situation lasted about fifteen years
until the death of her mate in 1948.
The last man with idiom she lived drank with her. He was a
"wonderful person^" good to her and ten years older than the pa¬
tient. The first two were described as "not being much good" and
the patient was disappointed that the relationship with the
second man did not work out.
Mrs. A was so starved emotionally that she was unable to assume
responsibility for her own problems. The patient, during the oral stage,
pertiaps recognized that her mother could relieve her , idien she was
uncomfortable, either throu^ nursing or through being overly attentive
to her. She learned that her mother's presence gave her ixLeasurable
feelings and relief frcmi dlscomfoi*ts. At the fixvt intimation of
any need for comfort, she wished assistance fr^ her mother; there¬
fore, she returned to earlier ways of gratification. She saw her
mother, as well as alcohol, as a stimulant to help her endure her
problems and she appeared Jubilant when utilizing these.
The writer assumes that there was bickering within the home sittt-
atlon which apparently led to the patient's early marriage. Mrs. A
did not gain a feeling of acceptance, and like an infant, >dio wants
to be taken care of, to be fed, loved and sheltered, she sought for
a solution to these needs outside of her home. Her marriages to men
much older than herself indicated a search for a father figiure, which
she did not find in the first two husbands.
It seems likely that the third husband's attitude of drinking
with her gave her a feeling of warmth and closeness as comparable to
an infant being nursed.
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Mrs. B was the sixth of seven siblings. She was bom at home with
no doctor or nurse in attendance. She was bmast-fed; weaned at
fifteen months; walked at one Tear and talked at fourteen months. The
patient was enuretic beyond normal age. During infancy and childhood,
she was irritable, fearful, moody, sprly, over-active, secretive, re¬
bellious and resentful of discipline.
The patimt was often truant from school along with a girl friend.
At the age of twelve, she and her friend were institutionalized at a
training school and remained there for one year, idien she was placed
on a farm with some people idio adopted her. At the age of twenty-one,
the patient visited her family and refused to return to the farm.
For twelve years, Mrs. B lived with innumerable men idiile travel¬
ing around the country iuntransclenf^-alooholio" status. She was
physically abused by men \tiom she lived with. At the age of thirty-
two, she married a man thirty-five years her senior. They lived to¬
gether for two years during which time the patient used every avail¬
able dollar for alcohol.
The patient, being the sixth of seven children, apparently . •
did not receive love and affection from her parents, particularly the
mother. It is obvious that the cam of the patient depended on the older
siblings. Mrs. B's personality traits mpmsented a mbelllon against
mjectlon by her pamnts. Being enumtlc mpmsented her determination
to mcelve attention, even if on a fault-finding basis.
The patient's pamnts* mjection of her was so gmat that she pmbably
desired to leave home. This is seen in her being truant, idiich necessitated
her being if^aced in a training school. Her mfusal to mtum to the people
idio adopted her indicated a continuous longing for love from her family.
Them is a cany-over of the patient's dependency need, in later life,
through her living with innumerable men. Hem is seen a continuous search¬
ing for and never finding s(mieone to fulfill her need.
Mm. G is the oldest of two sisters. She and her sister were always
very close. TTie patient was shy and withdrawn, biit would fight her sis¬
ter's battles. She was a^tmiboy?. Her mother was a "strict discipli¬
narian" and boss of the family. She showed no pmference between the
two siblings; however, the father would praise and buy things for the
sister idiemas he never bought things for the patient.
At the age of eighteen. Mm. C married a man nine years her senior.
A daughter was bom to this union about a year after their marriage.
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llie patient's daughter is an alcoholic and would beat the patient;
however, the patient never complained* She would "spoil" the dati^ter*
Ehridence points to the fact that Mrs. C was rejected by both parents*
Her desire for acceptance by her parents and particularly the father was
seen throu^ her fighting her sister's battles* She seemed to have the
feeling that if she showed love for her sister, idiom the father cared so
much for , she would probably gain his love* Mrs. C'c dependent desires,
though thwarted by her parents, were somewhat met through her sister's
concern and sharing things which were bought for her. Ihrough this lack
of parental affection, the patient did not successfully pass through the
oral stage of development, vdilch meant that the patient was unable to
face frustrations alone; therefore, she resorted to excessive drinking*
Mrs. C was orally fixated and attempted to satisfy her child excessively
by spoiling her and at the same time, she was apparently withholding grati¬
fication because of her own needs* Hiis created in her dau^jiter a need to
return to excessive gratification and great hostility against the depriv¬
ing figure*
Mr. D is the second oldest of four boys. He had a "good" relation¬
ship with his siblings prior to coming to the United States. His
mother was stem in rearing the children.
The p>atlent was compelled to leave school to wozic in the linen
mills to assist the family economically.
At the age of thirty-three, he was married to a vroman, who was
the same age as the patient. Their marital relationship was
"strained" due to Mr. D's alcohol addiction and frequent disappearance
from home.
His health has been poor for the past fifteen years (ulcers)*
Drinking increased with his poor health symptoms*
The patient, in early childhood, had emoti<xial needs which he could
not satisfy himself because of his helplessness; therefore, he had to depend
on scxneone else for satisfaction. Because of his mother's sternness in
rearing the children, he was not helped in fitting his discomforts, but
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became overtdielmed by them and z*emalned immobile. Mr. D, not having a
maternal figiire on vtiom he could depend, had to face inevitable frus¬
trations, idiich he could not cope >dth in early development nor in
adulthood.
The patient, being compelled to leave school, vies forced from his de¬
pendent role into an independent role before he had matured to 'Uiat point.
The case history of Mr. D points out that he had been the victim
of ulcers since he reached the age of foirty. There is a connection be¬
tween ulcers and dependency.
"Prolonged frustration of oral receptive vdshes results in repression
of those wishes ^ich resvilts in hyperfunctioning of gastric juices udiich
results in xilceration."^
If the wish to receive, to be loved, to depend on others is re¬
jected by the adult or frustrated through external circiunstances
and cannot find gratification in personal contacts, often a regressive
pathway is used: the wish to be loved becomes converted into the
wish to be fed. This repressed wish to be loved creates a chronic
eiaotional stimulus :diieh has an effect upon the gastric function of
the stomach. Gastric juices are poured into the stomach and if the
stomach is empty, the juices act upon the intestinal wall and an ulcer
appears.^
It is apparent that Mr. D did not receive gratification for his oral
needs and needs of dependency. His dependent needs wez^ frustrated be¬
cause he was not given a mother's love. Because the patient was ashamed
of his dependency needs, he assumed the zesponslbillty of marriage. Being
the head of his household was not strong enough to drive his dependency
^Classroom notes, Atlanta University School of Social Woxic. Physical
and Emotional Aspects of Illness. June lUf 19^6.
^Franz Alexander, Psychosomatic Medicine (New York, 1950), p. 104.
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out of existence; therefore, he took flight by disappearing from home
frequently*
Mr. E is the oldest of six children, four of \4h(»n are living.
His mother was a "very gentle", protective, "easy-going" person
vdio managed the family and household adequately.
His father was a stem man, who woziced regularly and provided
an adequate income for his family except during the depression.
The patient got along well with the family, friends and school
authorities and was favored by his mother.
He married at the age of thirty-six to a twenty-two year old
alcoholic, %diom he courted one year before marriage. He was divorced
one year after his mazrlage as a result of his wife's attentions to
other men* The patient's mother explained to him that he was better
off without his wife, as she had been difficult to understand.
The writer sees in the case of Mr. E how the mother's attitiide toward
him fostered his dependency. The patient's mother, in assuming a role
of protectiveness toward him, laid down the basis for his dependency.
Mr. E, being une:cposed to frustrations in early life*, in small doses, coxild
not adjust to anxiety and frustrations in later life; therefore, he re¬
sorted to alcohol, vdiich apparently soothed his frustrations as ndlk and
the mother's wamrUi did during the patient's early years of development.
He received an overabundant supply of affection from his mother idiich
served as a pacifier for edl of his outcries* Like an overprotecting
parent, alcohol assured him that everything would be all right.
The patient apparently felt that through marrying someone whose be¬
havior was similar to his (alcoholic) that there would be a mutual mder-
standing between them. His role of being the man of the house was sudi
a great threat to him and his mother came to his rescue as she had done
when he was a child. The patient's wife was not like his mother, so dis¬
appointment followed*
The work histories of the patients are slgnlUoant in pointing out
evidences of dependency.
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Mrs. A was a hard vroiker and always did domestic work for three
days weekly. She worked steady two or three months at a time, then
went on a drunken spree lasting from one to three weeks. Her em>
ployer made allowances for her because she was an excellent worker.
Previoxis mention concezning Mrs. B's habit of traveling around the
country in a "transclency-alcohollc" status has been made. She would
rettim home periodically and work as a waitress for two or three weeks.
Mr. D came to the Ikiited States at the age of twenty-one to
Join his older brother idio came earlier. He was employed as a
truck driver for a pipe outfitting company for four or five years;
manufacturing company for four or five years; maintenance man for
a steel company for six years; worked for a landscaping company
and held Jobs as a dishwasher. Janitor and porter. He had a
sporadic work history because of absenteeism due to drinking.
During the past three years, the frequen<^ of Job changes increased.
He held a Job about three weeks at the most.
Mr. E left school at the age of fifteen and became emidoysd
as a handy man. He worked his way up to becoming a cabinet maker
before the company closed in 1929. He worked Irregularly at odd
Jobs and from 1938 to 1942, he worked as a washerman in a laundry.
Until the last two years, the patient had been able to be employed
steadily and got along well with everyone. He was fired from Jobs
because of alcoholism.
In the patients' work histories is seen an Inability or unreadi¬
ness to face independency. Their failures in employment were due to
dependence and fear of facing life alone.
Nothing is known about Mrs. C's wozk history after marriage; how¬
ever, her work history prior to marriage was not indicative of a depen¬
dency need.
Psychoanalytic Investigations have shondi that the most import
tant of the repressed impulses released by alcohol is a homo¬
sexual one as is illustrated in one instance by the fact that
excessive drinking usually takes place only in the presence of
the same sex.^
Because of the emotional immaturity existing in so matqr
^olan D. C. Lewis, "Personality Factors in Alcohol Addictic®;"
Quarterly Jotimal of Studies on Alcohol. I (June, 1940), 30.
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excessive drinkers, traceable to a predisposing childhood pattern
resultant upon parental overdominance, over-indxilgence, and rejection,
we frequently uncover a condition iidilch might aptly be termed "la¬
tent homosexuality".'^
Homosexuals may vary in degree from those iittio merely like the
company of their own sex and ne-ver engage overtly in i^sical
homosexual behavior to those for idiom homosexual activity is
everything.^
Ihe cruel, severe father and the weak father can cause diffi¬
culties in their sons' psychosexual development and analogous ma-
temal attitudes can hamper the development of the little girl.
Li the face of either parents' cruel, severe attitude, the child is
unable to sKpress any antagonism or aggression; therefore, it is
suppressed, nie same tension arises idien either parent is weak.
A child cannot express his antagonism to a parent who is so uni¬
formly good to him; therefore, the aggression must be suppressed
rather than expressed. Psychically, he becomes either m ob¬
sessional neurotic or a p>assive homosexual pez^onality.
Mrs. A, with an overprotecting mother, found herself hampered
in eiqpressing her antagonism. She stated, upon admission to the
hospital, that men in invisible suits were watching for her and
were out to kill her. Men were putting little things in laii^dfr*
privates. Some men idicmi she knew tried to do this to her the
prevloxis night and they had a quarrel, ^le patient saw man at the
windows with gvms shortly after this, called the police at a neigh¬
bor's house and asked them to bring her to the hospital for piro-
tectiod.
Mrs. A could not express her aggression to her mother because she
was so good and overprotecting of her. As a result, she apparently
became passive and non-aggressive and attempted to be happy through
taking her »}ther as a love object, liiis attributed to her h<»no-
sexuallty.
Edward A. Strecker and Francis T. Chanibers Jr., "Alcohol and Sex,"
Alcohol Hygiene. I (November, 1954)» 27.
S. English and 6. H. Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living (New
York, 1955), P. 519.
S. English and G.H. Pearson, Common Neuroses of Children and
Adults (New Yoric, 1937), p.56
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Mrs. A'S version of Incidents leading up to her hospitalization
symbolic of homosexuality* Her statement that men in invisible
suits >iere watching for her and were out to kill her indicated that she
felt threatened by the opposite sex. The guns, being symbolic of a
penis, were also threatening to her.
It has been mentioned that Mrs. B was enuretlc beyond normal age
and that she traveled around the country in s''transciency-alcohollc"
status. She also had a history of promiscuity.
Girls tdio are eniiretie have many fears, particularly of men.
Their lives are conducted on the principle that they will try in
every way to be like boys. They fear to allow themselves to have
natural f«nlnine feelings toward men and as part of an attempt
to be like boys,they want to xurinate like boys. They cannot do
so, so they try to express the wish in their sleep and enuresis
results.^
It seems obvious that Mrs. B's enuresis was a homosexual desire.
Consciously, the patient tried to fight this desire throu^ her relation¬
ships with several men and her promiscuousness.
Mr. E's father was a stem man.
The patient got along well with males and felt frustrated in
his failure to have children. Sex instruction was obtained from the
father and the patient did not have sexual relations until one year
before his marriage. He followed his father's instructions to pour
cold water upon the organ tdien it arose. He was agitated idien ai>-
proached about sex and frequently refused to have intercouiee with
his >d.fe.
Because of Mr. E's father's sternness, it can be understood how
the patient's fear of punishment by Ithe father prevented his expression
of antagonism or aggression. Hie patient peiiiaps learned to guard him¬
self in all ways possible and to submit to his father without reprisal*
Rather than be in a competitive role with the hostile and rejecting
^Ibid.* p. 239.
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father, he became an ego ideal vrith his appaz^tly seductive mother
and became homosexual. The motivating reason for such a relation¬
ship vdth the mother was perhaps search of acceptance by the father.
He apparently felt that his father would be more accepting of him
if he were like the mother.
in identifying with his mother, the patient was loved by other
men and got along well with males.
Homosexuality attributed to the patient's inadequacy in sexual
relationship. Sex instructions from the father indicated the father's
attempt to castrate him. Because of this fear of castration or fear
that something dreadful woiild happen to him if he engaged in sexual
intercourse, the patient adhered to his father's instructions. As
a result, he felt frustrated in sexual relations.
According to Noyesy alcoholism may occur in persons >dio throu^
the absence of a desirable identification figuxv never developed a
stabilizing super-ego.
The beginnings of the supeivego lie in the deprivations >dilch
the parents and others impose on the child'd id impulses; however,
the most important so\irce is the solution of the Oedipus complex.
The child hates the parent of the same sex for his competency and
rivals with him for the possession of the parent of the opposite
sex. As a result of this hatred, the child fears that something
will happen to him and he also loves the parent of the same sex
passionately, l^e child resolves the p>aln of this conflict of
strong and opposing feelings by taking in and making p>art of his
own psychic apperatus-the psychic image of his hated, feared and
loved parent of the same sex. This introjected image stands as
a taboo against acting out his wishes to murder the parent of the
same sex and his ^cestuous sexual desires towards the parent of
the opposite sex.^
cit.« p. 184.
S. English and G.H. Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living (New
York, 1955), p. U7.
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"The super-ego causes the child to govern his behavior through
moral principles and begin to feel guilty if he violates his codes
and inferior if he does not live up to them."^
Although evidence points to the fact that the parental relation¬
ships in the cases of Mrs. k, Mrs. C, Mr. D, and Mr. S were not har¬
monious, parents of the same sex as the patients were in the home,
so that there was an opportunity for each of the patients to have an
identification figure. None of the patients successfully passed
throu^ the Oedipal phase of development.
At the end of two years of marriage to Mrs. B's mother, her
father desexled the family. Mrs. B did not pass successfully through
the stage of the Oedipal conflict because her father was out of the home
during her Oedipal phase of development. As a resxilt of the father's
absence, no castration threats were present, so the patient did not
have to identify with the mother in order to meet these threats. In
this instance, Mrs. B did not develop a stabilizing super-ego.
Family Attitudes
Moderation in habits is best taught at home. Alcoholics are
rarely found in families idiere the attitude toward drinking has been
soimd and healthy from a mental hygiene point of view. Alcoholics
are commonly recruited from two types of families: those in idiich
drinking is encoiiraged as an end in itself and those in which drink¬
ing is vehemently forbidden. Members of families in the former type
readily become habituated. In such families the indlvld\ial reaches
for another drink as casually as he reaches for another cigarette.
The individual may thus as easily become a chain drinker as another
meniber of the family may become a chain smoker. We need only to
look about us to see the results of rigidly forbidding drinking in
the horns. Where family ties are unusually strong, the meinbers
well adjusted to each other and the home a most happy one, this
^Ibld.. p. 148»
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approach to the problem may be successful. Most adolescents, hoiiH
ever go throu^ a period of rebellion against real or fancied mis¬
treatment by their parents. If they come from homes in ^ich al¬
cohol is aggressively prohibited, they frequently resort to excessive
and uninhibited drinking as a retaliatory measure against their
parents. Members of such families, in asserting their independence,
in attempting to develop their indlvidtial personalities, and in re-
Jedting the outmoded mores of a past generation, are pradisposed
to go to extremes, particularly in the use of alcohol.^
'According to Bigelow and his workers,"an alcoholic family back¬
ground is not infrequent,"2
Material in the case records of Mrs. A and Mr. E did not give
family attitude in relation to alcohol.
Mrs. B's paternal grandmother was heavily alcoholic and quite
promiscuous. Her father was also a long time chrcaiic alcoholic.
The patient's mother was hated by all of her father's
relatives because she would not drink and carry on. Seeing the
patient upset the mother.
Mrs. C's father was happy-go-lucky and a heavy consumer of
alcohol!e beverages.
Her mother disapproved of the father's drinking; however, a
few years after his death, she married a man who was happy-go-
lucky, an excessive drinker and thirteen years her senior, as was
her first husband. The patient and her step-father would drink
together and he would purchase liquor for her.
Mr. D's father was a devout Catholic and was firm in his
belief of the Catholic religion. The patient's mother was
heavily addicted to alcohol.
Excerpts from the cases of Mrs. B, Mrs. C and Mr. D show the family
predisposition to alcoholism. It can be seen how the three patients
followed the course of excessive drinking as it existed in one of the
parental figures in each case. Through knowledge of the parents'
12-13.
larry R. Lipton, "Alcoholism," Alcohol Hygiene. I (March, 1954)»
^Lewis, op. clt. , p. 36
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drinking or parhaps seeing them drink, the patients probably felt more
at ease in assuming such a trait. This was open encoviragement to them
and a pattern or guide for them to follow.
The patients' mothers' disapproval of drinking in the cases of
Mrs. B and Mrs. C was seemingly influential in causing them to become
alcoholic, 'nielr drinking served as a rebellion against weak family
relationships and perhaps meant attention for them.
Drunkenness is alwa3rs moi*e acceptable than a psychosis and for
this reason, one finds a great number of alcoholics vdio drink to re¬
lieve their overvdielming, unpleasant sti^sses. Ihe natTire of this
will be discussed in the following chapter.
CHAPTER IV
DIFFICULTIES PRECIPITATING ALCOHOLISM
Psychological knowledge and experience show that a practice so
universal as that of the use of alcohol must exist because it
satisfies some deeply seated psychological need. This need, it
often appears, is for relief fi*om the tensions idilch have been
induced by an^etles, frustrations and conflicts. Anxiety is
such a constant and \miversal experience of mankind and alco¬
hol is so effective in alleviating it that its use has become very
wide.^
The alcc^olics* conflicts are so ntmterous and so near the sur¬
face that he could not face his conflicts unless he resoirted to
alcohol. The crushing natiire of his early environment is chiefly
responsible for the fact that the conflicts are so close to the sur¬
face, that ho is too extremely sensitive to anxiety and any type
of psychic paln.^
Alcohol msy be used as an escape from painful life situations, as
domestic-and economic vrorries, loss of Job, social stresses, an escape
from ph3rsical pain and from grief, as the result of the death of a loved
one. The excessive use of alcohol seems to bring the individual into
a more comfoirtable state of endTirance toward frustrations along these
lines.
Alcohol promotes social feeling but aids the individual in re¬
pression of mental conflicts* Alcohol may either serve as a paci¬
fier for physiological and psychological tensions «nabling the in¬
dividual to flee from an unpleasant situation, or it may be taken
to increase function in order to aid in meeting a situation
in psychological terms it promotes compensation or defense.
^oyes, op. cit.i
^Isidore Portnoy,
I (March, 1954), 16.
^Lewis, op. cit..
p. 183.




Turning from theoretical expectations to the patients in the study,
do these patterns appear in the cases?
Mrs, A had been drinking for about twenty jrears with very little
change in amount or frequency. Her drinking began dmring her dis¬
illusionment over the break of the relationship with the second man
with whom she lived.
She had periodic drunken sprees lasting from one to three weeks.
During this time, she ate very little and slept occasionally. She
drank at bars and sometimes at home. She talked irrationally for a
week following drunken sprees. For three or four months, the patient
did not drink at all and was completely a different person. Prior to
her drunken periods, she seemed a little depressed, talked about the
death of various family members and offered these as reasons for her
taking a drink.
Mrs. B had been an alcoholic for twenty years. Ihe patient had
minor epileptic seizures prior to being institutionalized in a train -
ing school when she was twelve years of age. While there she, along
with several other girls, was sterilized. Shortly thereafter, she had
epileptic selzui^es preceding menses, which is said to have accentuated
her alcoholism.
Mrs. C's sister felt that the patient's drinking began in an
effort to ease menstrual cramps. She had been drinking for a period
of twenty-two years. Her drinking began a few years after her marriage
and was then confined to bars, but, lately the patient had been drink¬
ing at home. Her husband disapproved, but did not object because she
said that it made her feel better.
ihe patient's mother's and daughter's illnesses (Mother had cancer
of throat and dau^ter had lump on her spine) upset her a great deal
and she resorted to drinking.
Mr. D had been an alcoholic for twenty years off and on, continuously
during the past three years. His health had been poor for the past
fifteen years (ulcers) and his drinking increased with his poor health
symptoms. He drank mostly in beer gardens in the company of others,
followed by drinking in his home.
Mr. E always drank moderately, but began excessitrely after the death
of his mother about two years before his hospitalization. His father
died approximately four years before his mother's death. Within four
months after his father's death, his younger brother also died. Ihe
patient was extremely fond of his mother and "he went down continuously
after her death".
The above illustrations show that the patients resorted to alcoholism
because of stresses due to marital difficulties, deaths of loved ones,
physical pain and family illnesses. Because these individuals were
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emotionally dependent and immature, their tolerance for anxiety and
frustration was low; therefore, they resorted to excessive drinking to
blot out reality and as an eas7 means of relief. Biey learned that
drinking was effective in quieting the maladjustments that made life
uncomfortable and unbearable.
^e alcoholic is like an individual with an Immense big toe vrtiich
is constantly being stepped on. He is constantly feeling hurt, abused,
disappointed, indignant. He walks about with feelings of tremendous
hostility and resentment, which, however, he is unable to express openly
because of his own needs for affection and becaxise of his fear of re¬
taliation. Under alcohol, the hostility does find expression.^
Every alcoholic is an immature, insecure, oversensitive and anxious
person vriio is suffering from msuked feelings of inferiority, unable to
meet and enjoy people socially or unable to feet on with his woik with¬
out the support of alcohol in fairly large quantities. Too many people
need alcohol to produce friendliness and a state of mind suitable for
social intercourse or for carrying on their woik. Ihese people are not
fundamentally mature enough or friendly enough to carry on these func¬
tions without alcohol.... Ihe drink produces a pleasant senatlon with¬
in and they feel emotionally warmer toward each other. ^
Although the five patients in the study were receiving casework service,
they were not under intensive treatment. Their main need was for \inderstand-
ing and support. The following chapter will point out the caseworker's role
in working with the patients.
■‘•Portnoy, op. cit.. p. 18.
2 ,
O.S. English and G.H. Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living (New York,
1955), PP. 500-501.
CHAPTER V
THE CASEWORKER'S R0I£ WITH ALCOHOLIC PATIENTS
Certain characteristics of the alcoholic patient must be understood
in order for the casevroricer to vroric with him.
Because of the particular nature of the alcoholic's emotional
problems, the treatment of these patients calls for certain modi¬
fications of techniques. Ihe alcoholic's guilt, discouragement,
and anticipation of failure and rejection necessitate a more active
approach than the usual passive, receptive one. Mere "interested"
listening is not enou^. The caseworker must woik to establish
quick rapport and a feeling of trust on the patient's part if he is
to keep him sus a patient. Ihere are several ways in which this can
be achieved.
To counteract the alcoholic's feeling that no one but an alcoholic
can understand his problem, we must make it clear that we recognize
that his drinking is beyond his control and that we know that he is
suffering mentally, morally, and i^yslcally. We must let him know we
uir dsrstand how strong his need to drink must be, since it outwei^s
the serious consequences of which he himself is aware - possible arrests,
debts, and loss of wife, home, and self-esteem. It is also extremely
important to be alert to, and to hunt for, signs of achievement, such
as a good work record; for instance, the fact that he has merited re¬
spect from a boss who always takes him back. Commenting on such facts
and giving the patient i^cognition for his achievements offer a means
for establishing rapport and have the additional value of reawakening
extinct self-esteem. To an utterly discouraged person, the rekindling
of self-respect is the first step toward recovery.
Helping the patient to build self-confidence and self-toleranee is
the most important aspect of treatment. To bring this about, a posi¬
tive relatlonhhlp between patient and caseworker is essential. Since
the alcoholic patient cannot tolerate his own aggressiveness and anger,
he needs the emotional suppoirb of the caseworker while he experiences
these frightening emotions. If such support is given and maintained,
the patient gains confidence in himself and he is enabled, despite his
unconscious machinations to bring about his rejection, to remain in
treatment and to develop gradually more tolerance of his negative feel¬
ings.
Another difficulty in treating the alcoholic arises from his ten¬
dency to isolate his drinking from his psychic life. Many alcoholics
are inc3Jjied to regard their drinking as a mysterious foreign body,
unrelated to their feelings and experiences, and as something entirely
beyond their control.... The unperturbed caseworker can combat this
attitude by questioning the patient about the onset of his drinking
and about his relationships with others at that time. He can convey
to the patient that he actually does drink to produce some effect; for
example, to be more at ease with a girl friend or to ameliorate his
feelings of depression. Such interested questioning tends to set him
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thinking about himself and to help him participate in the therapeutic
process.
In the early phase of treatment^ some concessions must be made to
the patient's demanding attitudes. When specific demands cannot be
granted, the casevioricer must be "giving" in another area in order to
prevent the patient from feeling rejected and to mitigate the anger
and disappointment he experiences ^dien he is frustrated. His reactions
should be dealt with at once so that ho will not disrupt the therapeutic
relationship.
Differences between the apiaroach used with the alcoholic and with
the usual neurotic patient diminish and even disappear after treatment
ha:s progressed to the point that the alcoholic has developed greater
tolerance for frustration, has lost some of his fear to face himself,
and has gained greater self-confidence.^
Techniques common to all social workers are used in all fields:
Study of client and social conditions that surround him; analysis of
such data; use of all available resources upon which the client can
draw for employment, recreation and medical care and the aid given
the client to better utilize his own abilities.
Home visits, talks with relatives and social and recreational
contacts with the client provide opportxmlty for observation and
further acquaintance. Interviews provide opportunities for the
client to express himself freely and thro\;igh such expression to
recognize his own problems and attitudes and the basis for them.
In interviews, the worker uses methods common to social relation¬
ships generally—giving reassurance. Interpretation, advice, using
persuasion, or, in certain situations, refraining from all such
methods. All these things make up a common reservoir of casework
techniques.
As a member of a staff made up of a psychiatrist, social worker
and a psychologist, the psychiatric social wozicer is concerned with
the treatment of the patient's social situation. In general, her
task involves a four-fold function: First, she analyzes the patient's
social situation in relation to his present difficulty; such analysis
is based upon a stuc^ of conditions in his home, family and neighbor¬
hood and his attitude toward them, and is utilized, with the psychiatric,
physical and psychological findings, in diagnosis and treatment.
Second, she interprets to the family the patient's problem and the re¬
commendations made by the psychiatrist, always keeping in close touch
with changing conditions in the home and family life vdilch may cause
an adaptation in plans. Third, she aids the patient and his family
to work out a program for a more adequate social adjustment, working
closely with the psychiatrist as treatment progresses. And, last,
she interprets the diagnosis and plans for treatment to her co-workers
or to members of other social agencies tiio may also be interested in
the client and his family.^
Cathrin M. Peltenburg, "Caseworic with the Alcoholic Patient," Social
Casework. XXXVII (February, 1956), pp. 83-85»
^Lois M. French, Psychiatric Social Work (New Yoric, 19A0), pp« 2-3»
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Casework with the patients in this study was to help them to make a
more satisfactory adjustment to sreality situations and to deal with their
social and emotional problems of eTeryday life*
For purposes of this study, the writer shall focus the casewciker's
role on fact-finding, diagnosis and rendering service*
All df the patients in the study, tdien admitted to the hospital were
seen by a social worker, liio obtained a history of the patient's drinking*
After admission, a vroticer was assigned to each case to secure the social
history from members of the patient's family and/or friends. The social
histories were taken for diagnostic purposes. Ihe worker gathered infor¬
mation to assist the psychiatrist in bearing out his diagnosis, also to
diagnose the social situation* This served as a basis for determining
the feasibility of the patient returning to his home when Convalescent
Leave was recommended.
The woricer explained her fxinction to the patient's (Mrs. A's) sis¬
ter* She inqxilred if the patient's presence in the home would cireate
any problems to her, also if it would be possible for the patient to
obtain a job. The sister felt that getting a job would not be diffl-
c\ilt because of the patient's excellent work record prior to hospitali¬
zation.
'Rie woricer explained Convalescent Leave and hospital supervision
to the patient, but the patient felt there was no need for social ser¬
vice as her family was able to help her with any problems that she had.
The worker explained to the patient that she would continue to see her
as it was regular hospital procedure. Mrs. A was fearful of the work¬
er interfering with her job possibilities; therefore, the worker eoc-
plained her functionrand role, pointing out that it was neither her
purpose nor intent to call at the homes of her employers as she seemed
to think and damage her relationship with them. The patient then re-
laoQsd and talked about jobs that she had, the death of her parents and
personal things.
Mrs* A was given support and encouragement in seeking a job. She
was referred to the employment office because she had difficulty in
finding a job. Reassurance was given to the patient that she was able
to woric productively and was a worthvdille person.
No doTibt, the patient's sister was anxious in relation to her contact
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with the worker; therefore, in an attempt to alleviate some of the anx¬
iety, the worker explained her role. More important than anything else
was the warm interest that the worker showed in the sister's welfare, as
well as the patient's, through her inquiry as to idiether the patient's
presence in the home would create a problem, also inquixy as to a job
for the patient.
Realizing Mrs, A's need for guidance and someone to hold on to, the
worker esqpressed her interest in the patient and her desire to help her
cope with environmental problems, Mrs, A was apparently frightened of the
outside world and needed to discover that there were others, besides her
family, >dio were interested in her. The worker's e:qplanation that the
hospital would not interfere with her job, placed the patient in a better
position to accept the worker and convince her that her situation %(as
understood.
The worker attempted to bring about a reduction of the patient's
anxieties by encouragement and support of her strengths. Assistance was
given to her in making plans to find employment. The comment^ made on Mrs,
A's ability to work and her worthidilleness was realistic and appreciative.
It helped to bolster her confidence in herself.
The worker, in the case of Mrs, B, made several visits at inter¬
vals to the home of the patient's sister prior to Convalescent Leave.
Explanation was given to the sister in reference to the patient's
course outside of the hospital 'Mhile the patient was on Convalescent
Leave, Ihe patient expressed a desire to work, so a suggestion of
employment in argreenhouse or flower shop was made, preferable to
the care of a home as the patient objected to the latter,
Mrs, B was referred to the employment office and was also en¬
couraged to file applications at stores.
In visiting the sister's home prior to Convalescent Leave, the wsrker's
aim was arovtnd helping the patient with plans toward moving back to the
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community, also to assist the patient's sister in xmderstanding the patient
and her needs, thereby preparing the sister for perhaps happier living
ifith the patient.
The worker picked up the fact that Mrs. B's sister might be under
tension from the combinaticn of the patient's illness and the Patient's
returning to live with her. Her explanation of the patient's course out¬
side the hospital seemingly served as a release inasmuch as it gave the
sister the assrurance that she could rely on the worker and the psychiatrist
for help with the patient.
Ihe worker let the patient know that her difflciilties in obtaining a
job were understood. This vras seen through her referral of the patient
to the employment office. The patient's strengths were recognized and
she was permitted to have responsibility in job-finding.
Several visits were made to the home of Mrs. C prior to Conva¬
lescent Leave. The patient was a diabetic and the worker made ar¬
rangements for her to retiim to the hospital for treatment for her
diabetic condition.
After the treatment course ended, the patient retiuned home on
Convalescent Leave. The worker made several visits to her home to
eveiluate the home situation and observe how the patient was getting
along.
Here is seen an exploration of the home situation to >diich the pa¬
tient is to return in order to determine the feasibility of the patient
returning there. These visits also served to accgtaint the relatives
with the patient's condition and to determine the reactions and possible
effect upon those with \itiom he would be associated. The overall purpose
of these visits was to make the Convalescent Leave period as constructive
as possible to all concerned.
The worker, being interested in Mrs. C's total adjustment, arranged
for her to be i*etumed to the hospital for treatment of a medical con¬
dition
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The woricer's continued interest in the patient's adjustment was seen
through her numerous visits to the patient's home to evaluate the home
situation and to determine how she was getting along.
The hospital rules were interpreted to Mr. D and his wife.
Support was given to the family in view of the patient's hos¬
pitalization and in continuing his ward adjustment. He was given
clarification as to his doctor notifying him when he was eligible
for Convalescent Leave. He was told that vhen released, the woxicer
wanted him to go to work to relieve the pressure placed on his son,
yAio had full responsibility. The patient stated that he was in
accord.
Mr. D was placed on several jobs by the employment office, but
did not keep any of them; therefore, he was reluctant to return to
the employment office in search of subsequent jobs. The wox4cer ex¬
plained to him that she understood his condition and that she would
continue to try to help him. The patient obtained employment and
worked well imtil he began to drink excessively and his aggressive
behavior necessitated his z*etxim to the hospital. The worker gave
assistance to the patient's wife in returning him to the hospital
through the police department.
The worker remarked to the patient that she was willing to co¬
operate with him in doing everything possible to make it convenient
for him on the ward and that she understood his case. She er^lained
to him that she thought it best that he cooperate with the personnel
on the ward as much as possible before making a lot of requests for
special privileges, such as grovind privileges and a job.
The worker explained the policy to the patient thfrt since he was
readmitted to the hospital by warrant, it wo\ild be six months before
he would be eligible for Convalescent Leave. He was told that he
could not return to his last job because of the different stories
told to his employer.
Again, the worker interpreted the hospital rules in an effort to
help the patient and his wife accept hospitalization. The wozker's
contact with the patient indicated that Convalescent Leave was not
too far in the future.
The worker assumed an authoritarian role in telling the patient
that she wanted him to go to wozk viien released.
Sometimes, in spite of the efforts made to help the patient
make an adjustment outside the hospital, his symptoms rectir. It
is then the caseworker's task to try to help him ireturn to the
hospital willingly or to aid his relatives in helping him to
do so. Frequently the caseworker is successful in accomplish¬
ing this. If it is not possible, then his relatives must enlist
the help of the proper law enforcement officials.^
Because of the difficulty experienced in returning the patient to
the hospital, the worker gave assistance to his wife by referring her
to the proper agency.
Understanding and acceptance was given to the patient in view of
his having to return to the hospital. Tlie worker’s siiggestion th^t
Mr. D cooperate with the ward personnel as much as possible before re¬
questing special privileges was made to assist him in overcoming his
weaknesses by making feasible steps toward attaining a well-adjusted
life.
The worker’s willingness to help Mr. D obtain employment indicated
Interest in the patient.
The worker visited Mr. E's brother and in discussing future plans
for the patient, he expressed his feeling that it was most advisable
to place the patient away from home because of difficulties around
alcoholism and his associates. It was felt that placement on a farm
was most acceptable.
The worker acccmpanied the patient in looking for a Job on several
occasions, but he allowed the patient to carry a good deal of the
plaruiing involved in working. He was permitted to take the initiative
in Job-finding.
The woricer continued to express interest in helping Mr. E to find
work and to maintain himself on the outside. He continued to make
it possible for him to look for work.
Mr. E was unable to secure enploymentj therefore, the worker at¬
tempted to obtain relief for him from the Department of Social Wel¬
fare and because this did not work out, he arranged for temporary
readmittance df the patient to the hospital.
The patient was given clarification as to the doctor's role In
planning Convcdescent Leave for him.
In discussing Convalescent Leave, the worker wisely pointed out the
best possible living arrangement for Mr. E. He was frank in telling him
vhat he thought would be best for him. The worker evidently felt that
^Uhsu*lotte Sabat, "The Mental Patient Released on a Trial Visit,"
Social Casework. XXXVIII (February, 1957)» 84.
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he had a good enough relationship vdth the patient to discuss with him
the reality of living outside his home.
The woricer's assistance with Job-finding contained elements of
acceptance, yet he recognized that the patient cotild share in his own
planning; therefore, he permitted the patient to have as much respon¬
sibility as possible.
The patient perhaps gained a feeling of acceptance through the
worker's attempt to obtain financial aid for him and \iltimate rehos¬
pitalization, %^lch wculd assure him of proper csLre.




The purposes of this study>»®J^ three-fold: To obtain a better
imderstanding of the genesis of alcoholism by taking into account the
interrelationship of environmental influences and personal development;
to determine if the case records gave evidences of predisposing factors
in keeping with those suggested by literature; to learn of the case¬
worker's role with the alcoholic patient in helping him to meet his
needs.
The study utilized five cases. All alcoholic patients vrtio were
admitted to Wayne County General Hospital between January, 1953 and
January, 1956 and vAio were receiving casework service were used in the
study.
"nirough the use of a schedule, data were abstracted from indivi¬
dual case records. Information in the case records varied in length
and comprehensiveness.
Alcoholism is a problem in this country and is one of the most
puzzling problems in terms of theory and therapy. The main focus of
the problem lies in finding the answer to why the individual takes
alcohol to excess. This can only be seen through a study of the genetic,
constitutional and adaptational patterns of the Individual in relation
to physical, social and emotional stresses, and are termed predisposing
factors.
The findings of the study seem to support theoreticsQ. material in
terms of predisposing factors of alcoholism. Early development and
family attitudes toward excessive drinking were significant in the study.
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The findings weire as follows* (l) Each patient showed extreme depen¬
dency, need of acceptance, approval and aiffection; (2) Evidences of homo¬
sexuality were seen in three of the patients; (3) None of the patients
successfully passed through the Oedipal phase of development, which means
that none of them developed a stabilizing super-ego; (4) One parent In
three of the cases was heavily addicted to alcohol; (5) Alcohol was used
as an escape from situations of life vrtiich the alcoholic could not face;
(6) The case worker's role with the patients was mainly one of understand¬
ing and support; however, help was offered in a variety of ways* fact-find¬
ing; diagnosis; convalescent leave planning; job referrals; encouragement
of self-help; acceptance of the patient in view of his illness; helping
the patient and his relatives gain awareness of his limitations and
strengths; rehabilitating the patient to the community, and follow-up of








II. Early Development Data
III, Family Attitudes Toward Drinking
IV. Factors Related to Drinking
A. Length of time patient had been drinking
B. Nature of drinking sprees
C. Domestic stress
D. Economic stress
E. Physical illness (Personal and family member)
F. Depression as a result of death in the family
G. Social stress
V, Evidences of the Caseworker's Role
A. Fact-finding
B. Diagnosis
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